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Abstract
The Genome Halving Problem, motivated by the whole
genome duplication events in molecular evolution, was
solved by El-Mabrouk and Sankoff. The El-Mabrouk–
Sankoff algorithm is rather complex inspiring a quest for
a simpler solution. An alternative approach to Genome
Halving Problem based on the notion of the contracted
breakpoint graph was recently proposed in [2]. This new
technique reveals that while the El-Mabrouk–Sankoff re-
sult is correct in most cases, it does not hold in the case of
unichromosomal genomes. This raises a problem of cor-
recting El-Mabrouk–Sankoff analysis and devising an al-
gorithm that deals adequately with all genomes. In this pa-
per we efficiently classify all genomes into two classes and
show that while the El-Mabrouk–Sankoff theorem holds
for the first class, it is incorrect for the second class. The
crux of our analysis is a new combinatorial invariant de-
fined on duplicated permutations. Using this invariant we
were able to come up with a full proof of the Genome Halv-
ing theorem and a polynomial algorithm for Genome Halv-
ing Problem (for unichromosomal genomes). We also give
the first short proof of the original El-Mabrouk–Sankoff
result for multichromosomal genomes. Finally, we discuss
a generalization of Genome Halving Problem for a more
general set of rearrangement operations (including trans-
positions) and propose an efficient algorithm for solving
this problem.

1 Introduction
In 1970 Susumu Ohno came up with two fundamental the-
ories of chromosome evolution that were subjects to many
controversies in the last 35 years [38]. The first, Ran-
dom Breakage theory, was embraced by biologists from
the very beginning but was refuted by Pevzner and Tesler,
2003 [43]. The second, Whole Genome Duplication the-
ory, postulated a new type of evolutionary events and had
a very different fate. It was subject to controversy in the
first 35 years and only recently was proven to be cor-
rect [33, 17]. Kellis et al., 2004 [33] sequenced yeast
K. waltii genome, compared it with yeast S. cerevisiae
genome, and demonstrated that nearly every region in K.
waltii corresponds to two regions in S. cerevisiae thus
proving that there was a whole genome duplication event
in the course of yeast evolution. This discovery quickly
followed by the discovery of the whole genome duplica-
tions in vertebrates [30, 45, 15] and plants [25]. Recently
Dehal and Boore [16] found an evidence of two rounds of
whole genome duplications on the evolutionary path from
early vertebrates to human. Shortly afterwards, Meyer and
Van de Peer [36] found an evidence of yet another (third)
round of whole genome duplications in ray-finned fishes.

These recent studies provided an irrefutable evidence
that the whole genome duplications represent a new type

of events that may explain phenomena that the classical
evolutionary studies had difficulties explaining (e.g., emer-
gence of new metabolic pathways [33]). At the same time,
they raised a problem of reconstructing the genomic archi-
tecture of the ancestral pre-duplicated genomes. Unfortu-
nately, since the El-Mabrouk–Sankoff algorithm for solv-
ing this problem [22] has not resulted in a software tool
yet, the recent studies of whole genome duplications did
not attempt to rigorously reconstruct the architecture of the
pre-duplicated genomes. We revisited the El-Mabrouk–
Sankoff result, found a flaw in their analysis of unichro-
mosomal genomes, re-formulated and proved the Genome
Halving theorem and developed a new algorithm and soft-
ware tool for studies of genome duplications. We further
analyze a generalization of Genome Halving Problem for
a more general set of rearrangement operations (including
transpositions) and propose an efficient algorithm for solv-
ing this problem.

The whole genome duplication doubles the gene con-
tent of a genome R and results in a perfect duplicated
genome Q that contains two copies of each chromosome
of R. The genome then becomes subject to rearrangements
that shuffle the genes in Q resulting in some duplicated
genome P. The Genome Halving Problem is to reconstruct
the ancestral perfect duplicated genome Q from the given
duplicated genome P (Fig. 1a).

From an algorithmic perspective, the genome is a col-
lection of chromosomes, and each chromosome is a se-
quence of genes. In this paper we assume that chromo-
somes are circular. DNA has two strands and genes on
a chromosome have directionality that reflects the strand
of the genes. We represent the order and directions of
the genes on each chromosome as a circular sequence of
signed elements (i.e., elements with signs “+” and “-”).
We distinguish between unichromosomal genomes consist-
ing of just a single chromosome and multichromosomal
genomes consisting of one or more chromosomes.

For unichromosomal genomes, the rearrangements are
limited to reversals that “flip” genes xi . . . x j in a genome
x1x2 . . . xn as follows:

x1 . . . xi−1 xi xi+1 . . . x j−−−−−−−−−−−−→x j+1 . . . xn

↓
x1 . . . xi−1−x j − x j−1 · · · − xi←−−−−−−−−−−−−−x j+1 . . . xn

The reversal distance d(P, Q) between genomes P and
Q is defined as the minimal number of reversals required
to transform one genome into the other (see Chapter 10
of [42] for a review of genome rearrangement algorithms).

We represent a circular chromosome R as a cycle
formed by directed edges encoding the genes and their di-
rection (Fig. 1b, center). There are two natural ways to
represent duplication of the chromosome R resulting in a
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Figure 1: a) Whole genome duplication of genome R = +a + b − c into a perfect duplicated genome R ⊕ R = +a + b − c + a + b − c followed
by three reversals. b) Whole genome duplication of a circular chromosome R (center) resulting in R ⊕ R (left) or 2R (right). c) Breakpoint graph of
genomes +a + b − c and +a + b + c.

single chromosome R ⊕ R (Fig. 1b, left) or in two chro-
mosomes 2R (Fig. 1b, right) but only the former one is
applicable to unichromosomal genomes. A unichromoso-
mal duplicated genome is a result of a series of reversals
applied to the unichromosomal perfect duplicated genome
R ⊕ R. The Genome Halving Problems for unichromoso-
mal genomes is formulated as follows:

Genome Halving Problem (unichromosomal genomes).
Given a unichromosomal duplicated genome P , find
a perfect unichromosomal duplicated genome R ⊕ R
minimizing the reversal distance d(P, R ⊕ R).

For multichromosomal genomes, there is a broader set
of rearrangement operations including translocations (that
interchange segments between two chromosomes), fissions
(that break a chromosome into two), fusions (that merge
two chromosomes into a single one) as well as reversals
(see [42]). Each of these operations can be viewed as a
2-break that “cuts” circular chromosome(s) of the genome
at 2 points and “connects” the resulting two linear frag-
ments back into circular chromosome(s) in a certain order.
Similarly to the reversal distance, we define the genomic
distance d2(P, Q) between multichromosomal genomes P
and Q as the minimum number of these operations (2-
breaks) required to transform one genome into the other.

A whole genome duplication of a multichromosomal
genome consisting of chromosomes R1, . . . , Rk results in
a multichromosomal perfect duplicated genome1 where
every chromosome Ri is duplicated either into Ri ⊕ Ri
or into 2Ri (Fig. 1b). A multichromosomal duplicated
genome is a result of a series of 2-breaks applied to a
perfect duplicated genome. The Genome Halving Problem
for multichromosomal genomes is formulated as follows.

Genome Halving Problem (multichromosomal genomes).
Given a duplicated genome P , find a perfect duplicated
genome Q minimizing the genomic distance d2(P, Q).

The Genome Halving Problem was studied in a se-
ries of papers by El-Mabrouk and Sankoff [20, 21, 19]
culminating in a rather complex algorithm in [22]. The
El-Mabrouk–Sankoff algorithm is one of the most techni-
cally challenging results in computational biology and its
proof spans over 30 pages in [22]. Recently Alekseyev and

1Note that in difference from the unichromosomal genomes, the whole
genome duplication of a multichromosomal genome is not uniquely
defined.

Pevzner, 2006 [2] revisited the El-Mabrouk–Sankoff work
and presented an alternative approach based on the notion
of contracted breakpoint graph.

After paper [2] was written, our studies of the con-
tracted breakpoint graph led us to realize that El-Mabrouk–
Sankoff analysis has a flaw and the problem of finding
minR d(P, R ⊕ R) remains unsolved for for unichromo-
somal genomes. Below we show that this flaw is a rule
rather than a pathological case: it affects a large family of
duplicated genomes. We further proceed to give a full anal-
ysis of the Genome Halving Problem that is based on in-
troducing an invariant that divides the set of all rearranged
duplicated genomes into 2 classes. We show that the El-
Mabrouk–Sankoff formula is correct for the first class and
is off by 1 for the second class. We remark that our ap-
proach is very different from [22] and we do not know
whether the technique in [22] can be adjusted to address
the described complication.

In addition to reversals, fusions, fissions, and translo-
cations, multichromosomal genomes are also subject to
transpositions and inverted transpositions (although these
operations are believed to be rare in mammalian evo-
lution). Transpositions cut genome at 3 points (creat-
ing 3 linear fragments) and further connect the resulting
linear fragments in a certain order. Following [1], we
model transpositions as 3-breaks that “cut” the genome
at three points and “connect” the resulting fragments
back into a single genome in an arbitrary way. 3-
Breaks include as a particular case 2-breaks (i.e., re-
versals/fusions/fissions/translocations), transpositions, in-
verted transpositions, as well as 3-way fissions. We define
the 3-break distance d3(P, Q) between genomes P and Q
as the minimal number of 3-breaks required to transform
one genome into the other. In paper we solve the following
3-Break Genome Halving Problem:

3-Break Genome Halving Problem. Given a duplicated
genome P , find a perfect duplicated genome Q minimizing
the 3-break distance d3(P, Q).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces the notion of breakpoint graph and explains its re-
lation to rearrangement analysis. Section 3 presents the
concept of contracted breakpoint graph and extends some
results from [2] to the case of multichromosomal genomes.
We solve the Genome Halving Problem for multichromo-
somal genomes and the 3-Break Genome Halving Problem
in Sections 4 and 5 respectively. Section 6 describes a flaw
in El-Mabrouk-Sankoff analysis. Finally, in Section 7 we
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solve the Genome Halving Problem for unichromosomal
genomes and classify the genomes for which the original
El-Mabrouk–Sankoff theorem is incorrect.

2 Reversals, 2-Breaks, and Breakpoint Graphs
2.1 Unichromosomal Genomes A duality theorem and
a polynomial algorithm for computing reversal distance
between two signed permutations was proposed by Han-
nenhalli and Pevzner [27] and later was generalized for
multichromosomal genomes [26]. The algorithm was fur-
ther simplified and improved in a series of papers [8, 31,
3, 9, 49, 32] and applied in a variety of biological stud-
ies [37, 12, 10, 41, 7].

A signed permutation on n elements can be trans-
formed into an unsigned permutation on 2n elements
(see [5]) by substituting every element x in the signed per-
mutation by two elements xt and xh in the unsigned per-
mutation2. Each element +x in the permutation P is re-
placed with xt xh , and each element −x is replaced with
xh x t resulting in an unsigned circular permutation π(P).
For example, a permutation+a+b−c will be transformed
into atahbtbhchct . Element xt is called an obverse of ele-
ment xh , and vice versa.

Let P and Q be circular signed permutations (unichro-
mosomal genomes) on the same set of elements (genes) G,
and π(P) and π(Q) be corresponding unsigned permuta-
tions. The breakpoint graph G(P, Q) is defined on the set
of vertices V = {x t , xh | x ∈ G} with edges of three col-
ors3: “obverse”, black, and gray (Fig. 1c). Edges of each
color form a matching on V :
• pairs of obverse elements form an obverse matching;
• adjacent elements in π(P), other than obverses, form

a black matching;
• adjacent elements in π(Q), other than obverses, form

a gray matching.
Every pair of matchings forms a collection of alter-

nating cycles in G, called black-gray, black-obverse, and
gray-obverse cycles respectively (a cycle is alternating if
colors of its edges alternate). The permutation π(P) can be
read along a single black-obverse cycle while the permu-
tation π(Q) can be read along a single gray-obverse cycle
in G. The black-gray cycles in the breakpoint graph play
an important role in computing the reversal distance. Ac-
cording to the Hannenhalli–Pevzner theorem, the reversal
distance between permutations P and Q is given by the
formula:

(2.1) d(P, Q) = |P| − c(P, Q)+ h(P, Q)

where |P| = |Q| is the size of P and Q, c(P, Q) =
c(G(P, Q)) is the number of black-gray cycles in the
breakpoint graph G(P, Q), and h(P, Q) is an easily com-
putable combinatorial parameter. While this result leads to
a fast algorithm for computing reversal distance between
two signed permutations, the problem of computing rever-
sal distance between two genomes with duplicated genes
remains unsolved.

Let P and Q be duplicated genomes on the same set
of genes G. If one labels copies of each gene x as x1
and x2 then the genomes P and Q become signed per-
mutations and (2.1) applies. Similarly to non-duplicated
genomes, for the labelled duplicated genomes P and Q,
we can also construct unsigned permutations π(P), π(Q)

2Indices “t” and “h” stand for “tail” and “head” respectively.
3We have chosen rather unusual names for the “colors” (obverse,

black, and gray) to be consistent with previous papers on genome
rearrangements.

and the breakpoint graph G(P, Q) on a vertex set V =
{xt

1, xh
1 , xt

2, xh
2 | x ∈ G}. The pairs of vertices x i

1 and xi
2

(i ∈ {t, h}) form yet another matching in the breakpoint
graph G(P, Q) called counterpart (see legend for Fig. 2).
Counterpart of a vertex v is denoted v̄ so that x̄ i

1 = xi
2 and

x̄ i
2 = xi

1.
We remark that different labellings may lead to dif-

ferent breakpoint graphs (on the same vertex set) for the
same genomes P and Q (Fig. 2) and it is not clear how
to choose a labelling that results in the minimum reversal
distance between the labelled copies of P and Q. Recently
there were many attempts to generalize the Hannenhalli-
Pevzner theory for genomes with duplicated and deleted
genes [11, 13, 18, 46, 47, 48]. However, the only known
option for finding the reversal distance between two dupli-
cated genomes exactly is to consider all possible labellings,
to compute the reversal distance for each labelling, and
to choose a labelling with the minimal reversal distance.
For duplicated genomes with n genes this leads to 2n in-
vocations of the Hannenhalli–Pevzner algorithm rendering
this approach impractical. Moreover, the problem remains
open if one of the genomes is perfectly duplicated (i.e.,
computing d(P, R ⊕ R)). Surprisingly, the problem of
computing minR d(P, R⊕ R) that we address in this paper
is solvable in polynomial time.

Using the concept of the breakpoint graph and formula
(2.1), the Genome Halving Problem for unichromosomal
genomes can be posed as follows. For a duplicated genome
P , find a perfect duplicated genome Q = R ⊕ R and a
labelling of gene copies in P and Q such that the value of
d(P, Q) = |P| − c(P, Q) + h(P, Q) is minimum. Since
|P| is constant and h(P, Q) is typically small (see [42]),
the value of d(P, Q) depends mainly on c(P, Q). El-
Mabrouk and Sankoff [22] established that the problems
of maximizing c(P, Q) and minimizing h(P, Q) can be
solved separately in a consecutive manner.4 In this paper
we focus on the former and harder problem:

Weak Genome Halving Problem. For a given unichromo-
somal duplicated genome P , find a perfect duplicated
genome Q = R ⊕ R and a labelling of P and Q that
maximizes the number of black-gray cycles c(P, Q) in the
breakpoint graph G(P, Q) of the labelled genomes P and
Q.

2.2 Multichromosomal genomes Let P be a multichro-
mosomal genome represented as a collection of black-
obverse cycles (chromosomes). For any two black edges
(u, v) and (x, y) in a genome (graph) P , we define a 2-
break rearrangement as replacement of these edges with ei-
ther a pair of edges (u, x), (v, y), or a pair of edges (u, y),
(v, x) (Fig. 3). 2-breaks correspond to standard rearrange-
ment operations of reversals (Fig. 3a), fissions (Fig. 3b), or
fusions/translocations5 (Fig. 3c).

Let P and Q be two multichromosomal genomes on
the same set of genes G. Similarly to the unichromosomal
case, the breakpoint graph G(P, Q) is defined on the set
of vertices V = {xt , xh | x ∈ G} with edges of three
colors: “obverse”, black, and gray. Edges of each color
form a matching on V : obverse matching (pairs of obverse

4An analog of formula (2.1) without the “h(G)” term corresponds to
the 2-break distance between multichromosomal genomes (Theorem 2.1
below).

5This definition of elementary rearrangement operations follows the
standard definitions of reversals, translocations, fissions, and fusions for
the case of circular chromosomes. For circular chromosomes fusions and
translocations are not distinguishable.
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vertices), black matching (adjacent vertices in P), and gray
matching (adjacent vertices in Q). Every pair of matchings
forms a collection of alternating cycles in G, called black-
gray, black-obverse, and gray-obverse cycles respectively.
The chromosomes of genome P (resp. Q) represent black-
obverse (resp. gray-obverse) cycles in G(P, Q).

Every 2-break in a genome P corresponds to a trans-
formation of the breakpoint graph G(P, Q). Since the
breakpoint graph of two identical genomes is a collection
of trivial black-gray cycles of length 2 (the identity break-
point graph), the problem of transforming the genome P
into the genome Q by 2-breaks can be formulated as the
problem of transforming the breakpoint graph G(P, Q)
into the identity breakpoint graph. This is equivalent to
the following problem:

2-Break Distance Problem. Given two perfect matchings
(black and gray matchings) in a graph, find a shortest series
of 2-breaks that transforms one matching into the other.

In difference from the Genomic Distance Problem [26,
50, 39] (for linear multichromosomal genomes), the 2-
Break Distance Problem for circular multichromosomal
genomes is trivial (compare to [53]):

Theorem 2.1 The 2-break distance between a black
matching P and a gray matching Q is d2(P, Q) = |P| −
c(P, Q).
Proof It is easy to see that every non-trivial black-gray
cycle can be split into two by a 2-break. Since no 2-break
can increase the number of black-gray cycles by more than
1, the 2-break distance between P and Q is |P|− c(P, Q).

�
While Theorem 2.1 leads to a polynomial algorithm

for computing the 2-break distance between genomes with
non-duplicated genes, it is unclear how one can compute
this distance between duplicated genomes without going
over all possible labellings of the genomes. In the next

section we describe the contracted breakpoint graphs that
address this complication.

3 Duplicated Genomes and Contracted Breakpoint
Graphs

While unichromosomal genomes can be considered as
a particular case of multichromosomal genomes, many
statements about multichromosomal genomes appear to be
simpler than their analogs for unichromosomal genomes.
Below we review basic concepts from [2] and extend them
to multichromosomal genomes.

Let P and Q be multichromosomal duplicated
genomes on the same set of genes G. We represent each
chromosome of the genome P (resp. Q) as a black-
obverse (resp. gray-obverse) cycle on vertices from the set
V = {xt , xh | x ∈ G}. Given a set of edge-labelled graphs,
the de Bruijn graph of this set is defined as the result of
“gluing” edges with the same label in all graphs in the set
(see [40, 2]). Let P̂ be the de Bruijn graph of the genome
P (Fig. 4a) and Q̂ be the de Bruijn graph of the genome Q
(Fig. 4b). Obviously, the de Bruijn graph of the genomes
P and Q coincides with the de Bruijn graph of P̂ and Q̂
(Fig. 4d).

The contracted breakpoint graph G′(P, Q) of dupli-
cated genomes P and Q is an undirected vertex-labelled
version of the de Bruijn graph (Fig. 4d,e) such that
• “tail” and “head” of every directed obverse edge x

in the de Bruijn corresponds to vertices xt and xh in
G′(P, Q);
• each obverse edge in G′(P, Q) is viewed as a pair of

parallel edges.
Below we give an equivalent definition of the contracted
breakpoint graph and show its connection to the breakpoint
graphs for labelled genomes.

Let G(P, Q) be a breakpoint graph defined by some
labelling of P and Q. The contracted breakpoint graph
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G′(P, Q) is the result of contracting every pair of vertices
xi

1, xi
2 (where x ∈ G, i ∈ {t, h}) in the breakpoint graph

G(P, Q) into a single vertex xi . Hence, the contracted
breakpoint graph G′(P, Q) is a graph on the set of vertices
V ′ = {x t , xh | x ∈ G} with each vertex incident
to two black, two gray, and a pair of parallel obverse
edges (Fig. 4e). Note that the contracted breakpoint graph
G ′(P, Q) does not depend on a particular labelling of P
and Q.

The following theorem gives a characterization of
the contracted breakpoint graphs (for multichromosomal
genomes).

Theorem 3.1 A graph H with black, gray, and obverse
edges is a contracted breakpoint graph for some duplicated
genomes iff each vertex in H is incident to two black edges,
two gray edges, and two parallel obverse edges.
Proof If H is a contracted breakpoint graph of some
duplicated genomes then the theorem follows from the
definition of contracted breakpoint graph.

Let H be a graph with each vertex incident to two
black edges, two gray edges, and a pair of parallel obverse
edges. Label endpoints of each obverse edge x in H by
xt and xh . Since the black degree of each vertex of H is
even and so is obverse degree, there exist alternating black-
obverse cycles traversing all black and obverse edges in
this graph. These cycles define some duplicated genome
P . Similarly, since the gray degree of each vertex of H is
even, there exist alternating gray-obverse cycles traversing
all gray and obverse edges. These cycles define some
duplicated genome Q. Then the graph H is a contracted
breakpoint graph for the genomes P and Q. �

In the case when Q is a perfect duplicated genome, the
gray edges in the contracted breakpoint graph G′(P, Q)
form pairs of parallel gray edges that we refer to as double
gray edges. Similar to the double obverse edges, the double
gray edges form a matching in G′ (Fig. 6a).

Let G(P, Q) be a breakpoint graph for some labelling
of P and Q. A set of black-gray cycles in G(P, Q) is
contracted into a set of black-gray cycles in the contracted
breakpoint graph G′(P, Q), thus forming a black-gray cy-
cle decomposition of G′(P, Q). Therefore, each labelling
of P and Q induces a black-gray cycle decomposition of

G′(P, Q). We are interested in the following problem:

Labelling Problem. Given a black-gray cycle decomposi-
tion of the contracted breakpoint graph G′(P, Q) of dupli-
cated genomes P and Q, find a labelling of P and Q that
induces this cycle decomposition.

This problem may not always have a solution for
unichromosomal genomes (Fig. 5) and this is exactly the
factor that leads to a counterexample to the El-Mabrouk–
Sankoff theorem in Section 6. For multichromosomal
genomes, the Labelling Problem can be addressed by
considering equivalent genomes.

We call genomes Q and Q′ equivalent if their de
Bruijn graphs are equal, i.e., Q̂ = Q̂′. If Q and Q′ are
equivalent then the contracted breakpoint graphs G′(P, Q)
and G′(P, Q′) are the same for any genome P (Fig. 4d).

Lemma 3.1 If Q is a perfect duplicated genome and a
genome Q′ is equivalent to Q then Q′ is perfect duplicated
as well.
Proof Consider gray and obverse matchings in the de
Bruijn graph Q̂ = Q̂′ formed by pairs of double gray and
double obverse edges. These matchings form a set of gray-
obverse cycles (consisting of double edges). Every such
cycle c is the result of gluing some gray-obverse cycles
c1, c2, . . . , ck in Q′ such that |c1|+|c2|+. . .+|ck | = 2·|c|.
Neither of these cycles can be shorter than c since such a
short cycle would remain short after gluing. This implies
that k = 1 or k = 2, i.e., the genome Q′ has either a
single cycle (a chromosome R ⊕ R) traversing the cycle c
two times or two cycles (a pair of chromosomes 2R) each
traversing c once. Therefore, the genome Q′ represents a
set of sub-genomes of the form R⊕ R or 2R implying that
Q′ is a perfect duplicated genome. �

Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1 imply

Theorem 3.2 A graph H with black, gray, and obverse
edges is a contracted breakpoint graph G′(P, Q) for some
duplicated genome P and perfect duplicated genome Q iff
each vertex in H is incident to two black edges, a double
gray edge, and a double obverse edge.
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re-labelling of vertices) with c(G) = 2 < |C |.
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Figure 6: For genomes P = (−a−b+ g+d+ f + g+ e)(−a+ c− f − c−b−d− e) and R = −a−b−d− g+ f − c− e, a) contracted breakpoint
graph G ′(P, R⊕ R); b) BG-graph corresponding to G ′; c) maximal black-gray cycle decomposition (split decomposition) C of G ′ forming graph H ;
d) genome P as black-obverse cycles; e) breakpoint graph G(P, Q′) inducing the cycle decomposition C .

While the Labelling Problem may not have a solution,
the following theorem provides a “compromise” substitute
for its solution.

Theorem 3.3 Let P and Q be multichromosomal dupli-
cated genomes and C be a black-gray cycle decomposition
of the contracted breakpoint graph G′(P, Q). Then there
exists a genome Q′ equivalent to Q and a labelling of P
and Q′ such that the breakpoint graph G(P, Q′) induces
the cycle decomposition C.
Proof Consider a contracted breakpoint graph G′ =
G′(P, Q) of the genomes P and Q and its black-gray cy-
cle decomposition C (Fig. 6a gives an example of a con-
tracted breakpoint graph while Fig. 6c gives an example of
its black-gray cycle decomposition). Without loss of gen-
erality we can assume that the labelling of P is fixed. In
order to prove the theorem we need to find a breakpoint
graph G(P, Q′) of the labelled genomes P and Q′ (Q′ is
equivalent to Q) whose black-gray cycle decomposition is
contracted into C .

We will find it convenient to represent the cycle de-
composition of G′ as a graph H (Fig. 6c) where every cy-
cle in C forms its own connected component and will as-
sume that every vertex of the graph G′ has two copies in
H with identical labels (i.e., graph H has twice the num-
ber of vertices as compared to G′). We will show how to
transform H into a breakpoint graph G(P, Q′) of the la-

belled genomes P and Q′. To achieve this goal we need to
re-label the identically labelled vertices x and x in H into
x1 and x2, and satisfy the condition that H is a breakpoint
graph G(P, Q′) for the labelled genomes P and Q′ with
Q̂′ = Q̂.

The genome P defines a collection of black-obverse
cycles (Fig. 6d). Traversing black edges in graph H in the
order given by these cycles defines a set of obverse edges in
H (Fig. 6e) and a labelling of vertices in H as imposed by
the fixed labelling of P . The set of these obverse edges
forms matching in H and defines a gray-obverse cycle
decomposition. This gray-obverse cycle decomposition
defines a labelled multichromosomal genome Q′ that is
equivalent to Q. By the construction, the graph H with
the set of obverse edges represents a breakpoint graph
G(P, Q′) that induces the cycle decomposition C . �

4 2-Break Genome Halving Problem
In this section we solve the 2-Break Genome Halving
Problem for a duplicated genome P by minimizing the
2-break distance d2(P, Q) over all perfect duplicated
genomes Q.

Let cmax(P, Q) be the number of cycles in a maximal
black-gray cycle decomposition of the contracted break-
point graph G′(P, Q). Theorems 2.1 and 3.3 motivate the
following reformulation of the 2-Break Genome Halving
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Problem:

Cycle Decomposition Problem. For a given duplicated
(unichromosomal or multichromosomal) genome P , find
a perfect duplicated (resp. unichromosomal or multichro-
mosomal) genome Q maximizing cmax(P, Q).

Alekseyev and Pevzner, 2005 [2] introduced BG-
graphs to address the Cycle Decomposition Problem in
the case of unichromosomal genomes. A BG-graph is de-
fined as a graph with black and double gray edges such
that the black edges form black cycles and the double gray
edges form a gray matching (Fig. 6b). Every contracted
breakpoint graph G′(P, Q) where Q is perfect duplicated
genome represents a BG-graph.

A double gray edge in a BG-graph is called intra-edge
(resp. interedge) if its ends belong to the same black cycle
(resp. distinct black cycles). A BG-graph is called simple
if it contains a single black cycle of even length and paired
if it contains exactly two black cycles of odd length. A
BG-graph is called primitive if its black-gray connected
components (that are BG-graphs by themselves) are either
simple components or paired components with a single
interedge. Black cycles and intra-edges can be viewed as
circles and chords on a plane. A BG-graph is called non-
crossing if its intra-edges do not cross as chords within
black circles (Fig. 6b). For a BG-graph B , let cmax(B)
be the number of cycles in a maximal black-gray cycle
decomposition of B .

Theorem 4.1 ([2]) For any BG-graph B, cmax(B) ≤
|B|
2 + be(B), where |B| is the number of vertices in B and

be(B) is the number of even black cycles in B. Moreover, if
the graph B is primitive and non-crossing then cmax(B) =
|B|/2+ be(B).

The upper bound on cmax(B) in Theorem 4.1 depends
only on black edges and does not depend on gray edges in
B . Hence, for contracted breakpoint graphs Theorem 4.1
implies the following theorem:

Theorem 4.2 ([2]) For a duplicated genome P and a
perfect duplicated genome Q, cmax(P, Q) ≤ |P|2 + be(P),

where be(P) = be(P̂) is the number of even black cycles
in the de Bruijn graph P̂. Moreover, if the contracted
breakpoint graph G′(P, Q) is primitive and non-crossing
then cmax(P, Q) = |P|/2+ be(P).

A maximum black-gray cycle decomposition of a
primitive non-crossing contracted breakpoint graph can be
informally represented as “splitting” the graph placed on
a plane along double gray edges as shown in Fig. 6c.
The following theorem provides a solution to the Cycle
Decomposition Problem for multichromosomal genomes:

Theorem 4.3 For any duplicated genome P, there ex-
ists a perfect duplicated genome Q with cmax(P, Q) =
|P|/2+ be(P).

Proof If P̂ contains some odd black cycles then we
group them into pairs (formed arbitrarily), and introduce an
arbitrary interedge connecting the cycles in each pair. We
complete each black cycle with an arbitrary non-crossing
gray matching. The resulting graph is a contracted break-
point graph G′(P, Q) of P and some perfect duplicated
genome Q defined (not uniquely) by the double gray-
obverse cycles. Since G′(P, Q) is primitive and non-
crossing, Theorem 4.2 implies that cmax(P, Q) = |P|/2+
be(P). �

To solve the 2-Break Genome Halving Problem for a
multichromosomal genome P we first find a perfect du-
plicated genome Q satisfying Theorem 4.3. Then apply-
ing Theorem 3.3 to a maximum black-gray cycle decom-
position of G ′(P, Q) we get a labelling of P and some
genome Q′ (Q′ is equivalent to Q) for which c(P, Q′) =
cmax(P, Q′) = |P|/2+be(P). It follows from Lemma 3.1
that the genome Q′ is a perfect duplicated genome. The-
orem 4.2 guarantees that the decomposition of G(P, Q′)
into |P|/2 + be(P) black-gray cycles represents a maxi-
mal cycle decomposition, while Theorem 2.1 implies that
it corresponds to the minimum 2-break distance between
P and Q′. Therefore, the perfect duplicated genome Q′ is
a solution of the 2-Break Genome Halving Problem for the
genome P .

5 3-Break Genome Halving Problem
Let P be a genome represented as a collection of black-
obverse cycles. Given 3 black edges forming a matching
on 6 vertices, define a 3-break as replacement of these
edges with a set of 3 edges forming another matching on
the same 6 vertices.

While 2-breaks correspond to standard rearrange-
ments, 3-breaks add transposition-like operations (trans-
positions and inverted transpositions) as well as 3-way
fissions to the set of rearrangements (Fig. 7). In dif-
ference from standard rearrangements (modelled as 2-
breaks), transpositions introduce 3 breaks in the genome
making them notoriously difficult to analyze. Comput-
ing the minimum number of transpositions transforming
one genome into another is called sorting by transposi-
tions. After Bafna and Pevzner, 1995 [6] gave a first
1.5-approximation algorithm for sorting by transpositions,
a number of faster algorithms with the same approxima-
tion ratio were proposed [14, 52, 28] culminating in a
recent 1.375-approximation algorithm by Elias and Hart-
man [23]. A number of researchers considered trans-
positions in conjunction with other rearrangement opera-
tions [24, 29, 34, 35, 44, 51, 4]. The complexity of sorting
by transpositions remains unknown.

Theorem 5.1 ([1]) The 3-break distance between a black
matching P and a gray matching Q is d3(P, Q) =
|P|−codd (P,Q)

2 where codd(P, Q) is the number of odd
black-gray cycles in G(P, Q) (i.e., cycles with odd num-
ber of black edges).

In this section we solve the 3-Break Genome Halv-
ing Problem for a duplicated genome P by minimizing
the 3-break distance d3(P, Q) over all perfect duplicated
genomes Q. Let codd

max(B) be the maximum number of
odd black-gray cycles in a cycle decomposition among all
cycle decompositions of a BG-graph B . Theorems 5.1
and 3.3 suggest the following reformulation of the 3-Break
Genome Halving Problem.

Odd Cycle Decomposition Problem. Given a duplicated
genome P , find a perfect duplicated genome Q maximiz-
ing codd

max(G′(P, Q)).

Below we use codd
max(P, Q) as a shortcut for

codd
max(G′(P, Q)). For a BG-graph B , we define U(B) as

U(B) = |B|
2
+ b2(B)− |b1(B)− b3(B)|

2

where |B| is the number of black edges in B and bi (B)
is the number of black cycles of length i modulo 4 in
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Figure 7: An example of a 3-break on edges (u, v), (x, y) and (z, t) corresponding to transposition of a segment y . . . t from one chromo-
some to another. A transposition cuts off a segment of one chromosome and inserts it into the same or another chromosome. A trans-
position of a segment πi πi+1 . . . π j of a chromosome π1π2 . . . πi πi+1 . . . π j . . . πkπk+1 . . . πm into a position k of the same chromosome

results a chromosome π1π2 . . . πi−1π j+1 . . . πkπi πi+1 . . . π j πk+1 . . . πm . For chromosomes π = π1π2 . . . πi πi+1 . . . π j . . . πm and σ =
σ1σ2 . . . σn a transposition of a segment πiπi+1 . . . π j of chromosome π into a position k in the chromosome σ results in chromosomes
π1π2 . . . πi−1π j+1π j+2 . . . πm and σ1σ2 . . . σk−1πi πi+1 . . . π j σk . . . σn .

B . Later in this section (Theorem 5.3) we will show
that for any BG-graph B , codd

max(B) ≤ U(B). Since U(B)
depends only on black edges in B (i.e., only on the genome
P if B = G′(P, Q)), this inequality implies that for

any perfect duplicated genome Q, codd
max(P, Q) ≤ | P̂|

2 +
b2(P̂) − |b1( P̂)−b3( P̂)|

2 . The following theorem shows how
to achieve this upper bound.

Theorem 5.2 Given a duplicated genome P, there exists
a perfect duplicated genome Q with

codd
max(P, Q) = |P̂ |

2
+ b2(P̂)− |b1(P̂)− b3(P̂)|

2
.

Proof Genome P defines the set of black cycles in the de
Bruijn graph P̂ . We will complete P̂ with a gray matching
to obtain the BG-graph G ′(P, Q).

First we pair every black cycle of length 1 modulo 4
with a cycle of length 3 modulo 4 (if possible) resulting
in min{b1(P̂), b3(P̂)} such pairs. The remaining |b1(P̂)−
b3(P̂)| odd black cycles form |b1( P̂)−b3( P̂)|

2 pairs arbitrarily.
For each pair of odd black cycles, we introduce an arbitrary
gray interedge connecting them.

For each even black cycle (v1, v2, . . . , v2n), we add n
gray edges (v1, v2), (v3, v4), . . ., (v2n−1, v2n) as shown in
Fig. 8a. For each odd black cycle (v1, v2, . . . , v2n, v2n+1)
(where v2n+1 is incident to an interedge), we add n gray
edges (v1, v2), (v3, v4), . . ., (v2n−1, v2n) as shown in
Fig. 8b. We remark that n gray edges (v1, v2), (v3, v4), . . .,
(v2n−1, v2n) form n trivial cycles with black edges of the
cycle. By Theorem 3.2 the resulting graph is a contracted
breakpoint graph G′(P, Q) for some perfect duplicated
genome Q. Below we show that there exists a black-
gray cycle decomposition C of the graph G′(P, Q) with

codd(C) = | P̂ |2 + b2(P̂)− |b1( P̂)−b3( P̂)|
2 cycles.

We construct the black-gray cycle decomposition of
the resulting BG-graph as follows. We decompose every
even black cycle c on vertices (v1, v2, . . . , v2n) into n
trivial black-gray cycles (with edges (v1, v2), (v3, v4), . . .,
(v2n−1, v2n)) and one more cycle on the remaining n black
edges (Fig. 8a). This cycle is odd iff n = |c|/2 is odd.
Therefore, every even cycle c corresponds either to |c|/2
odd cycles (if |c| = 0 modulo 4) or to |c|/2+ 1 odd cycles
(if |c| = 2 modulo 4).

Similarly, each paired component p formed by odd
cycles (v1, v2, . . . , v2n+1) and (w1, w2, . . . , w2m+1) can
be decomposed into n+m trivial black-gray cycles (formed
by edges (v1, v2), (v3, v4), . . . , (v2n−1, v2n) and (w1, w2),
(w3, w4), . . . , (w2m−1, w2m)) and one more “large” cycle
on the remaining n +m + 2 black edges of the component

(Fig. 8b). This “large” cycle is odd iff n+m+2 = |p|/2+1
is odd. Therefore, every paired component p corresponds
either to |p|/2 odd cycles (if |p| = 0 modulo 4) or to
|p|/2− 1 odd cycles (if |p| = 2 modulo 4).

Therefore, each component with n black edges is
decomposed into n/2 odd cycles unless it is an even cycle
of length 2 modulo 4 (in this case it is one odd cycle more)
or a paired component of size 2 modulo 4 (in this case
it is one odd cycle less). Summing over all connected

components we get
ˆ|P|
2 + b2(P̂)− |b1( P̂)−b3( P̂)|

2 cycles. �
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the

following theorem and the outline of the 3-Break Halving
Algorithm.

Theorem 5.3 For any BG-graph B, codd
max(B) ≤ U(B).

Proof We first give a sketch of the proof to provide an
intuition for the follow up Lemmas 5.1-5.5.

We prove Theorem 5.3 by induction on the number
of interedges ı(B) in B . Lemma 5.1 proves the base
case of ı(B) = 0. For any BG-graph B with ı(B) > 0
and its black-gray cycle decomposition C with the max-
imum number of odd black-gray cycles (i.e., codd(C) =
codd

max(B)) we show how to transform it into a BG-graph
B ′ with a black-gray cycle decomposition C ′ such that
ı(B ′) < ı(B), U(B ′) ≤ U(B), and codd(C ′) ≥ codd(C).
Then by induction

codd
max(B) = codd(C) ≤ codd(C ′) ≤ U(B ′) ≤ U(B).

The construction of such a pair (B ′, C ′) breaks into two
cases depending on whether every interedge in B is shared
by two distinct odd cycles from C or not. The latter case is
addressed by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, while the former case
is addressed by Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5. �

Lemma 5.1 For a simple BG-graph B, codd
max(B) ≤ U(B).

Proof For a simple BG-graph B , b1(B) = b3(B) = 0
and U(B) = |B|2 +b2(B). Theorem 4.1 implies codd

max(B) ≤
cmax(B) ≤ |B|/2+be(B) = |B|/2+1. If |B| = 2 modulo
4 then U(B) = |B|/2+1 and codd

max(B) ≤ U(B). If |B| = 0
modulo 4 then U(B) = |B|/2 while codd

max(B) ≤ |B|/2+1.
However, in this case the inequality codd

max(B) ≤ |B|/2+ 1
is not tight since the overall number of odd cycles in every
cycle decomposition of a simple BG-graph is even while
|B|/2+1 is odd. Therefore, codd

max(B) ≤ |B|/2 = U(B). �
Our proof of Theorem 5.3 is based on the notion of

e-transformations introduced in [2]. For a double gray
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b)a)

Figure 8: a) Cycle decomposition of a simple BG-graph on 2m vertices into m cycles of length 2 and one cycle of length 2m; b) Cycle decomposition
of a paired BG-graph on 2m vertices into m − 1 cycles of length 2 and one cycle of length 2(m + 1).

edge e = (x, y) in B , e-transformation transforms the BG-
graph B and its black-gray cycle decomposition C into a
new BG-graph Be with a black-gray cycle decomposition
Ce as follows. Let c1 and c2 be two cycles (that may
coincide) from C sharing the double gray edge e = (x, y)
and suppose that the cycle c1 (resp. c2) passes through
the vertices u, x, y, v (resp. t, x, y, w) in a row. Then
the BG-graph Be is defined as the BG-graph B with the
vertices x, y and all the incident edges replaced with two
new black edges (u, v) and (w, t) (Fig. 9). A black-gray
cycle decomposition Ce of the graph Be is obtained from
C by replacing u, x, y, v in the cycle c1 with a single black
edge (u, v) and replacing t, x, y, w in the cycle c2 with a
single black edge (w, t).

Note that if e is an interedge then e-transformation
eliminates the interedge e and “merges” two black cycles
in B into a single cycle in Be (Fig. 9). Since such
merging cannot create new interedges, we have ı(Be) ≤
ı(B) − 1. In the following two Lemmas we study how e-
transformations affect the parameters U(B) and codd(C).

Lemma 5.2 If e is an interedge in B then e-
transformation does not increase U(B), i.e,
U(Be) ≤ U(B).
Proof Every e-transformation reduces |B| by two
and may change each of the expressions b2(B) and
|b1(B)−b3(B)|

2 by at most 1. However, if e-transformation in-

creases b2(B) by 1 then it cannot change |b1(B)−b3(B)|
2 thus

implying that U(Be) = |Be|
2 + b2(Be)− |b1(Be)−b3(Be)|

2 ≤
|B|−2

2 + (b2(B) + 1) − |b1(B)−b3(B)|
2 = U(B). Indeed,

if b2(B) increases (i.e., b2(Be) = b2(B) + 1) then e-
transformation creates a new cycle of length 2 modulo 4
implying that the interedge e connects black cycles whose
lengths sum up to 0 modulo 4. If their lengths are 1 and
3 modulo 4 then |b1(B)−b3(B)|

2 does not change, and if they

both are of even length then |b1(B)−b3(B)|
2 does not change

either. �
Lemma 5.3 Let C be a cycle decomposition of a BG-
graph B and e be an interedge shared by cycles c1 and
c2 from C. Then e-transformation does not reduce codd(C)
(i.e., codd(Ce) ≥ codd(C)) unless c1 and c2 are two distinct
odd cycles (in this case codd(Ce) = codd(C)− 2).
Proof If c1 = c2 (i.e., cycles c1 and c2 are the same)
then e-transformation simply reduces the number of black
edges in this cycle by 2, i.e., codd(Ce) = codd(C). If c1
and c2 are distinct cycles then e-transformation reduces
the number of black edges in each of these cycles by 1.
Therefore, codd(C) may reduce by 2, increase by 2 or
remain the same. The reduction happens only if both c1
and c2 are odd cycles. �

As soon as there is an interedge e in a BG-graph
B that does not belong to two distinct odd cycles in a
black-gray cycle decomposition C , Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3
allow one to perform the induction step in the proof of
Theorem 5.3. To analyze cycle decompositions with every
interedge shared by two distinct odd cycles, we introduce
(e, g)-transformations of BG-graphs that replace a pair of
gray edges e = (x, y) and g = (z, t) belonging to the same
cycle c from C with a pair of gray edges (y, z) and (x, t).
There may be up to two more cycles in C containing the
gray edges e and g: ce (cycle containing e) and cg (cycle
containing g). The (e, g)-transformation splits cycle c and
transforms cycles ce and cg as follows.

If ce 
= cg , cycles ce and cg are merged into a single
cycle (Fig. 10a). If ce = cg then there are two possibilities
(Fig. 10b,c) depending on how ce traverses edges e and g:
either as (. . . , x, y, . . . , z, t) or as (. . . , x, y, . . . , t, z). In
the former case ce is split into two cycles (Fig. 10b) while
in the latter case it is rearranged (Fig. 10c).

In summary, (e, g)-transformation (B, C) →
(B(e,g), C(e,g)), may either merge cycles ce and cg (if
ce 
= cg), or rearrange/split them (if ce = cg). Note
that since B and B(e,g) have the same black subgraph,
U(B(e,g)) = U(B).

Lemma 5.4 Let C be a black-gray cycle decomposition of
a BG-graph B where a double gray edge e is shared by two
distinct even black-gray cycles. Then there exists an (e, g)-
transformation with U(B(e,g)) = U(B), codd(C(e,g)) ≥
codd(C)+ 2, and ı(B(e,g)) ≤ ı(B).
Proof Let c and ce be two even black-gray cycles in C
containing double gray edge e = (x, y). Let g = (z, t) be
the “next” double gray edge in c after e (i.e., (y, z) form a
black edge in B) and cg be a cycle in C sharing the edge
g with c. Consider an (e, g)-transformation (B, C) −→
(B(e,g), C(e,g)).

Note that among two new double gray edges (x, t) and
(y, z) only the double gray edge (x, t) may be an interedge
in B(e,g). Moreover, (x, t) is an interedge in B(e,g) iff
either (x, y) or (z, t) is an interedge in B . Therefore,
ı(B(e,g)) ≤ ı(B).

Note that (e, g)-transformation splits c into two odd
cycles increasing the number of odd cycles by 2. Note
also that (e, g)-transformation either merges ce and cg into
a cycle ce + cg (in case ce 
= cg) or splits/rearranges ce
(in case ce = cg). Since ce is even then in the former
case ce + cg is odd iff cg is odd while in the latter case
the number of odd cycle can only increase. Therefore,
codd(C(e,g)) ≥ codd(C)+ 2. �
Lemma 5.5 Let B be a BG-graph with ı(B) > 0 and
C be its black-gray cycle decomposition such that every
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Figure 9: e-transformation of BG-graph B into a BG-graph B ′ where e = (x, y) is a double gray edge passed through by two cycles c1 and c2.
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Figure 10: Three types of (e, g)-transformations operating on double gray edges e = (x, t) and g = (z, t) of cycle c: a) cycles ce and cg are different;
b) cycle ce = cg traverses vertices x, y, z, t as (. . . , x, y, . . . , z, t); c) cycle ce = cg traverses vertices x, y, z, t as (. . . , x, y, . . . , t, z).

interedge is shared by two distinct odd cycles from C.
Then there exist a BG-graph B ′ with black-gray cycle
decomposition C ′ such that U(B ′) ≤ U(B), codd(C ′) ≥
codd(C), and ı(B ′) < ı(B).
Proof Let e = (x, y) be an interedge in B and c be an
odd black-gray cycles from C passing through e. Cycle c
has at least two interedges and let g = (z, t) be the “next”
interedge in cycle c after e (i.e., there is no other interedges
between y and z while travelling along c, implying that y
and z belong to the same black cycle in B). Note that since
e is shared by two distinct odd cycles, g 
= e.

Consider an (e, g)-transformation (B, C) −→
(B(e,g), C(e,g)) that replaces (x, y) and (z, t) with (y, z)
and (x, t). This transformation removes two interedges
from B and introduce at most one interedge (since (y, z)
is not an interedge in B(e,g)), implying ı(B(e,g)) < ı(B).

The (e, g)-transformation splits the odd cycle c into an
even cycle (which we denote c′) and an odd cycle. Hence,
such splitting does not affect the number of odd cycles.
We now analyze how the (e, g)-transformation affects odd
cycles ce and cg (that are different from c) passing through
edges e and g, correspondingly.

If ce = cg then the (e, g)-transformation either rear-
ranges this odd cycle (preserving the length) or splits it into
two. In either case, that does not affect the number of odd
cycles, i.e., codd(C(e,g)) = codd(C). Therefore, letting
B ′ = B(e,g) and C ′ = C(e,g) proves the theorem.

If ce 
= cg then these odd cycles are merged into
an even cycle c′′ in C(e,g) implying that codd(C(e,g)) =
codd(C) − 2. But in this case the even cycles c′
and c′′ share a double gray edge (i.e., either (x, t) or
(y, z)). By Lemma 5.4 there exist a BG-graph B ′ and its
black-gray cycle decomposition C ′ such that codd(C ′) ≥
codd(C(e,g))+ 2 = codd(C), U(B ′) = U(B), and ı(B ′) <
ı(B). �

This completes the proof of Theorem 5.3. We now
outline the linear-time 3-Break Genome Halving Algo-
rithm:

1. For a given duplicated genome P , find a perfect du-
plicated genome Q such that codd

max(P, Q) = |P|/2 +
b2(P̂)− |b1( P̂)−b3( P̂)|

2 and a maximum black-gray cy-
cle decomposition C of the graph G′(P, Q) (Theo-
rem 5.2).

2. Find a labelling of the genomes P and Q′ (Q′ is
equivalent to Q) and a breakpoint graph G(P, Q′)
inducing C (Theorem 3.3). Output Q′ as a solution
of the 3-Break Genome Halving Problem.

6 A Flaw in El-Mabrouk–Sankoff Analysis
El-Mabrouk and Sankoff came up with a theorem describ-
ing the minimum distance from the given rearranged du-
plicated genome to a perfect duplicated genome. Given
a rearranged duplicated genome P , the crux of their ap-
proach is an algorithm for computing c(G) – the num-
ber of cycles of so-called maximal completed graph, i.e.,
a breakpoint graph6 with the maximum number of black-
gray cycles. In [22] they demonstrate that c(G) equals the
number of genes plus γ (G) where γ (G) is the parameter
defined below. We illustrate the concepts from [22] using
the genome P = +a+ b− c+ b− d − e+ a + c− d − e
on the set of genes B = {a, b, c, d, e} (p. 757 in [22]).
El-Mabrouk and Sankoff first arbitrarily label two copies
of each gene x as x1 and x2 for each x ∈ B and further
transform the signed permutation G into an unsigned per-
mutation at

1ah
1 bt

1bh
1 ch

1 ct
1bt

2bh
2dh

1 dt
1eh

1 et
1at

2ah
2 ct

2ch
2 dh

2 dt
2eh

2 et
2.

Let V = {xt
1, xh

1 , xt
2, xh

2 | x ∈ B}. The partial graph
G(V, A) associated with P has the edge set A of black
edges linking adjacent term (other than obverses x t

i and
xh

i ) in the corresponding unsigned permutation (Fig. 11a).
Black edges together with counterpart edges (i.e.,

edges between xt
1 and xt

2 or between xh
1 and xh

2 ) form a
graph shown in Fig. 11b. The connected components of

6Following El-Mabrouk and Sankoff [22], we ignore obverse edges in
breakpoint graphs throughout Section 6.
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Figure 11: a) A set of black edges forming the partial graph G(V, A) corresponding to the genome P = +a + b − c + b − d − e + a + c − d − e;
b) Natural graphs as connected components in the partial graph with counterpart edges; c) A completed graph G(V, A, �) with maximum number of
cycles c(G) = 8. G(V, A, �) is a breakpoint graph of the circular genome P = +a1 + b1 − c1 + b2 − d1 − e1 + a2 + c2 − d2 − e2 and a perfect
duplicated genome (−a1 + e2 + d2 − c2 + b1)(−b2 + c1 − d1 − e1 + a2) (of the form R � R).

this graph are called natural graphs in [22]. There are
four connected components (natural graphs) in the graph
in Fig. 11b, two of them have 3 black edges (odd natural
graphs) and two of them have 2 black edges (even natural
graphs). Let N E be the number of even natural graphs
(N E = 2 in Fig. 11b).

El-Mabrouk and Sankoff define the parameter

γ (G) =
{

N E, if all natural graphs are even
N E + 1, otherwise

A graph G(V, A, �) obtained from the partial graph
G(V, A) by introducing a set of gray edges � is called a
completed graph if G(V, A, �) is a breakpoint graph for
some genomes on the set of genes {x1, x2 | x ∈ B}.
The following theorem (Theorem 7.7 in [22]) characterizes
the maximum number of cycles in the completed graph
G(V, A, �).

Theorem. The maximal number of cycles in a completed
graph of G(V, A) is c(G) = |A|2 + γ (G).

For the genome in Fig. 11 we have γ (G) = N E+1 =
3 and c(G) = |A|2 + γ (G) = 10

2 + 3 = 8. A completed
graph G(V, A, �) with 8 cycles is shown at Fig. 11c.7
Below we provide a counterexample to Theorem 7.7 from
[22].

Consider a circular genome P = +a + b − a − b
labelled as +a1 + b1 − a2 − b2. The genome P defines a
partial graph G(V, A) with a single natural graph of even
size, implying γ (G) = 1. It follows from Theorem 7.7
in [22] that there exists a perfect duplicated genome Q
such that the breakpoint graph G = G(P, Q) consists of
|A|
2 + γ (G) = 3 cycles. However, the direct enumeration

of all possible perfect duplicated genomes Q shows that
there is no breakpoint graph G(P, Q) with 3 cycles. There
exist eight distinct labelled perfect duplicated genomes Q
giving rise to eight breakpoint graphs G(P, Q) shown in
Fig. 12. All of them have less than 3 cycles. In the next
section we explain what particular property of the genome
+a + b − a − b was not addressed properly in the El-
Mabrouk–Sankoff analysis.

7While we do not explicitly consider R� R duplications shown in this
Figure (see [22] for details), our counterexample works for both R ⊕ R
and R � R duplications.

7 Classification Of Unichromosomal Duplicated
Genomes

To introduce a new combinatorial invariant of duplicated
genomes, consider labellings of vertices in the cycle de-
fined by the duplicated rearranged genome P with num-
bers 0 and 1 (Fig. 13b). Every such labelling induces a two-
digit labelling of the genes (edges): a label of each gene is
formed by the labels of the incident vertices (Fig. 13c). A
01-labelling of the vertices is called consistent if for ev-
ery pair of identical genes in P the label of one copy is
inversion of the other. If there exist consistent labellings
of genome P , we define the parity index of P as the num-
ber of genes labelled “01” modulo 2. Below we prove that
the parity index is well-defined, i.e., the parity index is the
same for all consistent labellings of a genome. It turns out
that the El-Mabrouk–Sankoff theorem fails on genomes
with the parity index 0.

We first outline the differences between the Genome
Halving Problems for unichromosomal and multichromo-
somal genomes (compare the following three theorems to
Theorems 3.1, 3.3, and 4.3).

Theorem 7.1 ([2]) A graph H with black, gray, and ob-
verse edges is a contracted breakpoint graph for some
unichromosomal duplicated genomes iff
• each vertex in H is incident to two black edges, two

gray edges, and two parallel obverse edges;
• H is connected with respect to black and obverse

edges (black-obverse connected);
• H is connected with respect to gray and obverse

edges (gray-obverse connected).

Theorem 7.2 ([2]) Let P and R ⊕ R be unichromosomal
duplicated genomes and C be a black-gray cycle decom-
position of the contracted breakpoint graph G ′(P, R⊕ R).
Then there exists some labelling of P and either R ⊕ R or
2R that induces the cycle decomposition C.

Theorem 7.3 ([2]) For any duplicated genome P, there
exists a perfect duplicated genome R ⊕ R such that
cmax(P, R ⊕ R) = |P|/2 + be(P), and each paired com-
ponent of G′(P, R ⊕ R) contains a single interedge.

Although the maximal black-gray cycle decomposi-
tion of G′(P, R⊕R) may correspond to a breakpoint graph
G(P, 2R) (Fig. 5), we will prove below that there exists a
breakpoint graph G(P, R ⊕ R) having “almost” the same
number of black-gray cycle as G(P, 2R) (Fig. 5d). Later
we will classify all the cases where there exists a labelled
genome R′ ⊕ R′ such that c(P, R′ ⊕ R′) = c(P, 2R).
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Figure 12: Breakpoint graphs of the circular genome P = +a + b − a − b and all possible labellings of all possible perfect duplicated genomes Q
(without loss of generality we assume that the labelling of P as +a1 + b1 − a2 − b2 is fixed). In terms of [22], the first four graphs correspond to
R ⊕ R duplication pattern while the last four graphs correspond to to R � R duplication pattern.
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Figure 13: a) Circular genome P = +a − b+ a + b represented as a cycle with directed edges; b) 01-labelling of the vertices of the cycle defined by
P; c) Induced labelling of the genes of P that is consistent; d) For some genomes consistent labellings do not exist: for genome Q = +a+ b− b− a
the labels of both copies of gene a start with the same digit (“star”) so they cannot be inversion of each other.

It is easy to see that R ⊕ R is equivalent to 2R, im-
plying that G′(P, R ⊕ R) = G′(P, 2R) for any duplicated
genome P . But in difference from the breakpoint graph
G(P, R ⊕ R) (for any labelling of P and R ⊕ R) that
contains a single gray-obverse cycle, the breakpoint graph
G(P, 2R) contains two gray-obverse cycles. The follow-
ing theorem reveals the relationship between G(P, R⊕ R)
and G(P, 2R).

Theorem 7.4 For any labellings of the genomes P and
2R, there exists a labelling of the genome R ⊕ R such that
|c(P, R ⊕ R) − c(P, 2R)| ≤ 1. Moreover, if there are
two gray edges (x, y) and (x̄, ȳ) belonging to the same
black-gray cycle in G(P, 2R) then there exists a labelling
of R ⊕ R with c(P, R ⊕ R) ≥ c(P, 2R).
Proof Let (x, y) be a gray edge in the breakpoint graph
G(P, 2R). Since the genome 2R is perfect duplicated
there exists a gray edge (x̄, ȳ) connecting counterparts of
x and y. Define a graph H having the same vertices and
edges as G(P, 2R) except the gray edges (x, y) and (x̄, ȳ)
that are replaced with the gray edges (x, ȳ) and (x̄, y).
Since the graph G(P, 2R) consists of two gray-obverse
cycles, the gray edges (x , y) and (x̄, ȳ) belong to different
gray-obverse cycles. Therefore, the graph H contains a
single gray-obverse cycle (as well as a single black-obverse
cycle inherited from G(P, 2R)). This implies that H is a
breakpoint of the labelled genomes P and R ⊕ R (where
the labelling of P is the same as in G(P, 2R)).

If the gray edges (x, y) and (x̄, ȳ) belong to the same
black-gray cycle in G(P, 2R) then this cycle may be split
into two in H while the other black-gray cycles are not
affected. Conversely, if the gray edges (x, y) and (x̄, ȳ)
belong to different black-gray cycles in G(P, 2R) then
these cycles may be joined into a single cycle in H . In
either case the difference |c(P, R ⊕ R) − c(P, 2R)| does
not exceed 1. �

We re-define the notion of parity of a genome P in
terms of the de Bruijn graph P̂ . A genome P is called
singular if all black cycles in P̂ are even. For a non-
singular genome P , define parity(P) = ∞. For a singular
genome P , we clockwise label edges of each black cycle
in P̂ with alternating numbers {0, 1} so that every two

adjacent edges are labelled differently (Fig. 14a). Labels
of black edges in cycle P classify obverse edges in P
into two classes: even if its flanking black edges have
the same labels, and odd if its flanking black edges have
different labels (Fig. 14b). Let meven and modd be the
number of even/odd obverse edges in P correspondingly.
Obviously, both meven and modd are even numbers. We
define parity(P) = modd/2 mod 2.

This definition of the parity index coincides with the
one given in the beginning of this section. To establish a
correspondence between them one can consider a genome
P as a black-obverse cycle and contract each black edge
into a single vertex that inherits the label from the black
edge. Since every pair of adjacent black edges of P̂ is
labelled differently, every pair of counterpart vertices is
labelled differently as well. This implies that two-digit
labels of every pair of obverse edges are inversions of each
other.

Theorem 7.5 The parity index of a singular genome is
well defined.

Proof Let P be a singular genome. If P̂ has k black
cycles then there are 2k different 01-labellings of its black
edges (two possible labellings per cycle). Therefore, it
is sufficient to show that a change of 01-labelling of a
particular black cycle c does not affect parity(P).

Let mc
even and mc

odd be the number of even/odd ob-
verse edges in cycle P connecting black edges of c with
black edges outside c. Since double obverse edges form
matching in the de Bruijn graph P̂ , the total number of
double obverse edges connecting c with other black cycles
is even and, thus, mc

even + mc
odd is a multiple of 4.

Change of 01-labelling of the black cycle c reverses
the labels 0 ↔ 1 in c. Reversed labelling of c does not
change parity of obverse edges connecting two black edges
in c (since both endpoint labels change) or two black edges
outside of c (since neither of endpoint labels change).
At the same time, each of mc

even + mc
odd obverse edges

connecting black edges in c with black edges outside c
changes its parity (i.e., even edges become odd and vice
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versa). Then modd changes into m′odd equal to:

modd −mc
odd+mc

even = modd − (mc
odd+mc

even)+2mc
even

Since both mc
odd + mc

even and 2mc
even are multiples of 4,

the parity of m′odd/2 and modd/2 is the same implying that
parity(P) is well defined. �

Our goal is to prove the following theorem:

Theorem 7.6 For a duplicated genome P,

max
R

c(P, R⊕R) =
{ |P|/2+ be(P), if parity(P) 
= 0
|P|/2+ be(P)− 1, otherwise

The proof of Theorem 7.6 is split into two cases
depending on whether P is singular or non-singular.

Theorem 7.7 For a non-singular genome P,
max

R
c(P, R ⊕ R) = |P|/2 + be(P).

Proof If P is a non-singular genome then P̂ has an odd
black cycle. According to Theorem 7.3 there exists a per-
fect duplicated genome R⊕ R such that cmax(P, R⊕ R) =
|P|/2 + be(P). Theorem 7.2 ensures that the maximum
cycle decomposition of the contracted breakpoint graph
G′(P, R ⊕ R) is induced by a labelling of either R ⊕ R
or 2R. If it is R ⊕ R then the theorem holds. Other-
wise, consider a paired component in G′(P, R⊕ R) (which
exists since P̂ has an odd black cycle) and a single in-
teredge e in it (Theorem 7.3). Let (x, y) and (x̄, ȳ) be
gray edges in G(P, 2R) corresponding to the interedge
e in G ′(P, 2R) = G′(P, R ⊕ R). Since e is the only
bridge between two different black cycles (Theorem 7.3) in
G′(P, R⊕R), the gray edges (x, y) and (x̄, ȳ) must belong
to the same black-gray cycle in G(P, 2R). Applying The-
orem 7.4 to these gray edges we obtain a labelled genome
R⊕ R with c(P, R⊕ R) = c(P, 2R) = |P|/2+ be(P). �

For a singular genome P , we first fix some alternating
01-labelling of black edges in every black cycle of P̂ . The
labelling of edges imposes a labelling of vertices of any
breakpoint graph G(P, Q) (for any genome Q) so that
each vertex inherits a label from an incident black edge.
Note that every pair of counterpart vertices get different
labels as their incident black edges are adjacent in P̂ .
A labelling of vertices of G(P, Q) is called uniform if
endpoints of every gray edge have identical labels (i.e,
every gray edge is even). We will need the following
theorem:

Theorem 7.8 Let P be a singular genome and Q be
a perfect duplicated genome with c(P, Q) = |P|/2 +
be(P). Then every alternating 01-labelling of P̂ imposes a
uniform labelling on vertices of G(P, Q).

While the definition of the breakpoint graph does not
explicitly specify the counterpart edges, one can derive
them for G(P, Q) in Theorem 7.8 from the vertex labels.
Also, it is easy to see that gray and counterpart edges
in G(P, Q) form cycles of length 4 as soon as Q is a
perfect duplicated genome. We take a liberty to restate the
condition c(P, Q) = |P|/2 + be(P) as cbg(G) = n +
cbc(G), where cbg(G) is the number of black-gray edges
in G, n is the number of unique genes in P and cbc(G) is
the number of black-counterpart cycles in G. Also, every
alternating 01-labelling of P̂ corresponds to an alternating
labelling of black edges within black-counterpart cycles.
This leads to the following reformulation of Theorem 7.8:

Theorem 7.9 Let H be a graph on 4n vertices consist-
ing of three perfect matchings: black, gray, and counter-
part such that (i) gray and counterpart matchings form
cycles of length 4 and (ii) cbg(H ) = n + cbc(H ). Then
every alternating 01-labelling of black edges within black-
counterpart cycles imposes a uniform labelling on vertices
of H .
Proof The proof is done by induction on n. If n = 1
then the graph H consists of a gray-counterpart cycle with
two black edges parallel to the gray edges, and the theorem
holds. Assume that the theorem holds for graphs with less
than 4n vertices.

Since H has 2n black edges and cbg(H ) = n +
cbc(H ) > n, the pigeonhole principle implies that there
exists a trivial black-gray cycle c1 in H . Let e1 = (x, y)
be a gray edge in the cycle c1 (thus, e1 is even) and let
(x, z) and (y, t) be adjacent counterpart edges. Then there
is a gray edge e2 = (z, t) belonging to the same gray-
counterpart cycle as e1. Let c2 be a black-gray cycle c2
containing the gray edge e2.

If the cycle c2 is trivial, then the endpoints of e2 have
identical labels. In this case we define a new graph H ′
as the graph H without vertices x, y, z, t and all incident
edges. It is easy to see that H ′ is a graph on 4(n − 1)
vertices satisfying the conditions of the theorem. Indeed,
the number of black-gray cycles in H ′ is reduced by 2 and
the number of black-counterpart cycles is reduced by 1 (as
compared to H ), i.e., cbg(H ′) = cbg(H )−2 and cbc(H ′) =
cbc(H )−1. Therefore, cbg(H ′) = (n−1)+cbc(H ′). By the
induction assumption, every alternating 01-labelling of H ′
imposes a uniform labelling on vertices of H ′. It implies
that every alternating 01-labelling of H imposes a uniform
labelling on vertices of H .

If the cycle c2 is not trivial, let (u, z) and (t, v)
be black edges adjacent to e2. These black edges are
neighbors of the black edge (x, y) on a black-counterpart
cycle (passing through the vertices u, z, x, y, t, v), so they
have the same label l which different from the label of
(x, y). Therefore, the endpoints of the gray edge e2 have
identical labels. We define a new graph H ′ as the graph H
with vertices x, y, z, t and all incident edges removed but
with a single black edge (u, v) labelled l added (Fig. 14c).
The graph H ′ has 4(n − 1) vertices, cbc(H ′) = cbc(H )
black-counterpart cycles, and cbg(H ′) = cbg(H )−1 black-
gray cycles, thus, cbg(H ′) = n − 1 + cbc(H ′) and the
induction applies. �

To complete the proof of Theorem 7.6 we need one
more theorem:

Theorem 7.10 For a singular genome P and a perfect
duplicated genome Q with c(P, Q) = |P|/2+ be(P),
• Q = R ⊕ R iff parity(P) = 1;
• Q = 2R iff parity(P) = 0.

Proof According to Theorem 7.2, the graph G(P, Q)
has either a single gray-obverse cycle (case Q = R ⊕ R)
or two symmetric gray-obverse cycles (case Q = 2R).
Theorem 7.8 implies that all gray edges in G(P, Q) are
even (i.e., have identically labelled endpoints) for every
alternating 01-labelling of black edges of P .

Case 1: Graph G(P, Q) has a single gray-obverse
cycle c. Consider an arbitrary vertex v in G(P, Q) and
its counterpart v . Vertices v and v break c into two paths:
c′ (from v to v) and c′′ (from v to v). For every path
(cycle) c denote codd as the number of odd obverse edges
in c. Note that obverse edges are evenly divided between
c′ and c′′, i.e., for every pair of obverse edges connecting
counterpart vertices, one edge belongs to c′ and the other
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Figure 14: For the genome P = +a − b − b − d + c − a − d + c, a) 01-labelling of the de Bruijn graph P̂; b) induced labelling of black-obverse
cycle P with modd = 4 and meven = 4; c) transformation of the graph H into H ′ by removing vertices x, y, z, t and incident edges and adding a
black edge (u, v) labeled the same as (u, x) and (v, t).

edge belongs to c′′. Therefore, c′odd = c′′odd . Note that
start (vertex v) and end (vertex v) vertices of path c′ are
labelled differently. Since the total number of odd edges is
odd for every path with differently labelled ends and since
all gray edges are even (Theorem 7.8), the total number
of odd obverse edges in the path c′ is odd. Therefore,
codd/2 = c′odd is odd implying that parity(P) = 1.

Case 2: Graph G(P, Q) has two gray-obverse cycles
c′ and c′′. Note that obverse edges are evenly divided
between c′ and c′′, i.e., for every pair of obverse edges
connecting counterpart vertices, one edge belongs to c′ and
the other edge belongs to c′′. Therefore, c′odd = c′′odd .
Since the total number of odd edges in every cycle is even
and since all gray edges are even (Theorem 7.8), the total
number of odd obverse edges in every cycle is even. Since
c′odd is even, the overall number of odd obverse edges is a
multiple of 4 implying that parity(P) = 0. �

For a singular genome P with parity(P) = 1 Theo-
rem 7.10 implies Theorem 7.6 while for a singular genome
P with parity(P) = 0 it implies that there is no genome
R for which c(P, R ⊕ R) = |P|/2 + be(P). In the lat-
ter case, there exists a genome R and a labelling of P
and 2R for which c(P, 2R) = |P|/2 + be(P) (Theo-
rem 7.3). The genome 2R can be transformed into a la-
belled genome R⊕ R with c(P, R⊕ R) = c(P, 2R)−1 =
|P|/2+be(P)−1 (Theorem 7.4). This completes the proof
of Theorem 7.6.

The classification of circular genomes leads to the
following algorithm for Genome Halving Problem8:

1. For a given duplicated genome P , find a perfect
duplicated genome R ⊕ R such that cmax(P, R ⊕
R) = |P|/2 + be(P) (Theorem 7.3) and decompose
G′(P, R ⊕ R) into maximum number of black-gray
cycles [2].

2. Find a labelling of the genomes P and Q (Q = R⊕ R
or Q = 2R) and a breakpoint graph G(P, Q) induc-
ing the maximum black-gray cycle decomposition of
G′(P, R ⊕ R) (Theorem 7.2).

3. If Q = R ⊕ R then output the breakpoint graph
G(P, R ⊕ R).

4. If Q = 2R and P is non-singular then there is a paired
component in G ′(P, R ⊕ R) with a single interedge
(Theorem 7.3) that corresponds to two gray edges
(x, y) and (x̄, ȳ) in G(P, 2R). Find a labelling of the
genome R ⊕ R for which c(P, R ⊕ R) = c(P, 2R)

8The algorithm below outputs the breakpoint graph G(P, R ⊕ R) (in
addition to the pre-duplicated genome R). This allows one to reconstruct
a sequence of reversals transforming R ⊕ R into P with the reversal
distance algorithm.

(Theorems 7.4 and 7.7) and output G(P, R ⊕ R).
5. If Q = 2R and P is singular then parity(P) = 0

(Theorem 7.10). Find a labelling of the genome R⊕R
for which c(P, R⊕ R) = c(P, 2R)−1 (Theorem 7.4)
and output G(P, R ⊕ R).
The first two steps of the Genome Halving algorithm

can be implemented in O(|P|2) time (see [2]) while the
remaining steps fit this time bound as well. In practice, our
Genome Halving software takes less than a second to halve
a “random” duplicated genome with 1000 unique genes
with a standard Intel Pentium III 900MHz CPU.
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